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In her tagline to the seventh season of The Real Housewives of New York City (2015),
Carole Radziwill says, “All play and no work makes me a happy girl.” This statement, a
variation of the proverb “all work and no play makes Jack a dull boy,” is tongue-in-cheek as
Carole is herself an awarding-winning journalist who works exceptionally hard. Throughout her
time on the popular Bravo television series and in her memoir, Carole has spoken openly about
the personal tragedies she has suffered, specifically the death of her husband from cancer and of
her best friends in a plane crash three weeks apart.These events from her past colored previous
seasons darker and heavier than the seventh; instead, as exemplified by her tagline which plays
every episode during the opening credits, Carole has identified “play” as an effective method of
achieving happiness. It is not my aim to define happiness, but rather, I’d like to qualify happiness
as a positive force, one with a direct relationship in this instance with play.
Before diving a bit deeper into Carole Radziwill’s adaptation of the more famous
proverb, I’d like to take a closer look at the original. “All work and no play makes Jack a dull
boy” immediately establishes a binary between work and play, with work appearing as the worse
of the two options. There is nothing inherently positive or negative about either work or play, but
the way these terms are used certainly lends us the freedom to associate work with the negative.
After all, the proverb relies on play as an intermission from the labor that arguably renders us
dull, dull, dull! But what about work makes someone so dull? It is not work itself in this context
that makes “Jack” so dull, but rather the totality of work and absence of play that causes this
result. But, what is the difference between work and play?1
At the core, work and play don’t seem to be that different. We feel and know they are
different, but in thinking of what separates the two, it becomes harder and harder to pinpoint
what makes play a positive force and work a seemingly negative one. When it comes to physical
mechanics, playing and working can be viewed as each other’s opposite depending on who is
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Who gets to play? Who has to work? How have these changed over time? In the Middle Ages, play seems reserved
for the wealthy, but that seems to still be the case. Gaming consoles are very expensive and time off from work is
ultimately costly, too.

playing or working. For instance, dribbling a basketball, running, building a city in a computer
game, or sitting at a blackjack table could be considered actions taken during play, but so too can
these events be considered work, especially given our current moment where capitalism seizes
on every opportunity to monetize free time, enjoyment, and hobbies. Esports, or video game
sporting competitions, are exceptionally popular now and victors gain access to sizable financial
winnings in addition to social clout. Like other professional sports, play has been turned into
work as gaming skills become profitable in today’s economy. Money could be one of the main
dividing factors here.
If the physical actions of work and play are less easily separable, what can be said about
the mental aspect? Work and play are modes of engagement that require some form of
motivation or desire to carry them out. For both, a final product is often expected: for work, a
material object may be created through crafting, an artwork completed, a field sown and plowed
and plant matter grown, a lesson taught and learned, a paycheck earned (hopefully, but what
about coerced and involuntary work?); for play, a prize is won, a high score achieved and
rankings established, a sense of accomplishment, victory, loss, frustration is had, and maybe even
a paycheck earned. Work and play can be separated by perspective rather than necessarily action.
When considering gamification and the superimposition of gaming characteristics onto
non-gaming activities, work is evolving into play day by day. We incentivize brushing our teeth,
exercising, school and education, even ordering coffee from national chains with points systems,
and rewards, so play is clearly established as the preferred mode when given the choice. But, of
course, why work when you can play?
I am reminded here of Stanley Kubrick’s 1980 film adaptation of Stephen King’s horror
novel, The Shining, in which Jack Torrance (Jack Nicholson) moves his family to a resort in the
Colorado Rocky Mountains to take up the cursed post of caretaker there. As he encounters the
increasingly strange goings on in the hotel, he attempts to make progress on his novel. After Jack
feverishly types out a draft in the hotel lobby, his wife, Wendy (Shelley Duvall), takes a furtive
peek at what he’s written. The draft comprises the same ten word phrase repeated over and over
again, in different visual formations: “All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy.” Wendy flips
through the pages in steadily growing horror as she realizes that her husband’s work seems more
like play. The audience watches Wendy’s emotional discovery in an intimate moment between
her and her husband’s “work.” At the climax of the scene—sustained strings screeching away in

fortissimo, Wendy in tears from fear—the camera cuts behind Wendy, and her husband Jack
comes out from behind a wall. He watches Wendy leaf through the manuscript before he startles
her by asking, “do you like it?”

Of course she doesn’t like it, Jack! It is at this moment of The Shining when Wendy
becomes aware of her husband’s slow but steady entanglement with the resort’s horrible past.
The dissonance between her horror at Jack’s work|play and Jack’s earnest desire for feedback is
jarring for the audience, especially as they sympathize with Wendy’s character; having moved
into the hotel for the season, she suspended her life so that Jack might work, but that expectation
is sorely unfulfilled. Instead, the resort is a site of play; it is a place of vacationing and of repose
from the hustle and bustle of working life. Instead, Jack moves there to work and not play, but
the cursed position of caretaker relieves Jack of his ability to choose work versus play. He is
forced to play the role of caretaker, for whom history repeats itself as the horrific murders of the
past are replayed by Jack. The Outlook Hotel parrots the proverb at play here, “all work and no
play makes Jack a dull boy.”
Whereas the Hotel appears to demand work of Jack, he is incapable of fulfilling his duty
as caretaker, his role as husband and father, and as author. The Hotel serves equally as a
playground for Wendy and Jack’s son, Danny (Danny Lloyd), who is often seen riding his
tricycle through the labyrinthine, dizzyingly wallpapered hallways. The audience is positioned in

the perspective of Danny on the trike, wherein viewers can imagine themselves as this young boy
trying to navigate the complicated and ever-changing architecture of the Hotel and his family
relationships. One of the most emblematic moments of the film, the ghost “twins” whom Danny
encounters once while pedaling through his self-appointed maze; the girls appear to Danny at the
end of a hallway, wearing matching dresses with ribbons and holding hands. They beseech him:
“Come and play with us.” They repeat in unison, “come and play wit us, Danny.” In truly one of
the most chilling encounters of this, and perhaps, many other horror films, the girl continue to
say, “forever, and ever, and ever,” as the horrific scene of their murder is revealed to Danny each
time they repear “ever.” “Play” becomes an action of horror, of the uncanny moment where
Danny recognizes the twins’ past as his possible, and almost certain future.” The stakes of
playing this game are surely life and death as Danny recoils from the scene in front of him; he
clamps his hands over his eyes, protecting himself from whatever game the twins want him to
play. In this moment of play, there is no enjoyment, there’s no fun to be had, and there’s no
objective or goal other than for Danny to remove himself from the game of the past that comes to
haunt him. In fact, Danny, whose own personal enjoyment of tricycle riding is interrupted, must
put himself to work to end the twins’ plea to play. His work pays off, though, because when he
finally peeks through his fingers, the twins are nowhere to be seen.
In the case of The Shining, a gaming environment ultimately proves to be the end of Jack
Torrance. After an intense chase through the snowy maze abbuting the Outlook Hotel, the
camera lands on Jack the following dawn, frozen in the ice with an almost quizzical look, gazing
crosseyed upward as if trying to figure out the rules of the game, the way out of the maze, the
way to save himself and his family from the fate of the past. Sadly, as with many horror films,
the ending provides little relief and leaves the audience jarred at the unfulfilled expectations of
both play and work, as Jack dies in the maze, unsolved, his novel unfinished, and his family at
risk. The Shining shows how play can bring about the horrors of the past, which stands in stark
contrast to Carole Radziwill’s tagline I began with, which claims that, for her, play elicits
happiness. In The Shining, Danny is forced to learn that play is multifaceted and can
simultaneously bring distraction from the horror around him as he settles into a strange
environment, and danger in the sense that some playmates and games are anything but dull.
On the other hand, Danny sees how the contradiction of the work|play his father
experiences cannot be detangled from his “possession,” nor from his father’s embodiment of the

horrific past. In what is also one of the most horrific scenes of domestic abuse in a film, Jack
attempts to get through a bathroom door behind which Wendy has barricaded herself while trying
to escape through the window, but with little success; the heavy drifts of snow from the storm
outside prevent her from making her way onto the roof of the Hotel. From the other side of the
door, Jack coaxes Wendy out by repeating the popular nursery rhyme, “The Three Little Pigs.”
This type of verbal gameplay is normally considered innocuous because fables like these are
intended to teach children lessons as they advance in their moral development. While the
audience has already experienced the perspective of a child through Danny’s tricycle riding, it is
especially horrific to see a man playing the role of the Big Bad Wolf, while threatening to murder
his wife from the other side of the bathroom door with an axe, but while acting like a child.
The bathroom barrier separates Wendy’s rational fear from Jack’s perversion of
childsplay. In acting as the wolf, while insisting his wife play the role of defenseless pig, Jack,
now blind to “reality,” splinters through the door and the fourth wall with his axe as he screams
through a terrifying grimace the most famous line of the film, “Here’s Johnny!” And there he is,
without a doubt, slashing through the rules of the game, betraying his wife by threatening her and
by abusing her. The repulsive use of the diminutive “Johnny” only highlights the film’s portrayal
of Jack as a child here. Violence enacted, the climax following the growing tension from when
Wendy first saw the book manuscript, and recognized Jack’s descent into a violent, toxic, abusive
boyhood. I have to call attention here to audience reception, especially an audience in 2021. At
this violent turn in the film, we are met with another moment of the uncanny when Wendy
Torrance becomes inseparable from the actress playing her.
Shelley Duvall, in interviews published years after The Shining was released, has
revealed the exceptional standard of work Stanley Kubrick held her to and the resultant
emotional turmoil she underwent during the production of the film. In a conversation with The
Hollywood Reporter, Duvall comments on the director’s rigorous work style: “[Kubrick] doesn’t
print anything until at least the 35th take. Thirty-five takes, running and crying and carrying a
little boy, it gets hard. And full performance from the first rehearsal. That’s difficult.” 2 In this
retrospective, the actress reveals the physical toll of filming The Shining, which, when coupled
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with the exhausting and time-ignorant demand of a 35-take minimum, creates a recipe for an
unhealthy work environment for Duvall, at the very least. It’s crucial to keep picking at the
complex relationship between work and play, especially in a film that further obscures work|play,
whose actors endured emotional trauma for the sake of work.
I’d like to let Shelley Duvall speak for herself in a longer excerpt from The Hollywood
Reporter conversation above in February 2021. Here she expands on the emotional and physical
labor of working on The Shining:
[You] listen to sad songs. Or you just think about something very sad in your life
or how much you miss your family or friends. But after a while, your body rebels.
It says: ‘Stop doing this to me. I don’t want to cry every day.’ And sometimes just
that thought alone would make me cry. To wake up on a Monday morning, so
early, and realize that you had to cry all day because it was scheduled — I would
just start crying. I’d be like, ‘Oh no, I can’t, I can’t.’ And yet I did it. I don’t know
how I did it. Jack said that to me, too. He said, ‘I don’t know how you do it.’
It is not my aim to compare Duvall’s and Nicholson’s experience in working on The Shining, but
the contrast between these roles (Jack and Wendy Torrance) and the types of work required to
play them is apparent here. The exacting schedule imposed on Duvall, and other cast and crew
members, obviously had a negative impact on her mental health. Imagine crying at the thought of
needing to cry on command all day long. Nor is it my aim to pathologize or diagnose anyone
here, but again, Duvall here doesn’t need my interpretation for the trauma she endured to appear
in her recollection, or lack thereof, of how exactly she survived.
This contrast between Duvall’s and Nicholson’s experiences is reaffirmed by Angelica
Huston, who was Nicholson’s girlfriend at the time of filming. She’s quoted in the interview:
“Jack wavers between sort of comedic and terrifying, and Kubrick was Kubrick at his most
mysterious, interesting and powerful. But it must have been something for her to be in the middle
of that mix. And she took it on. She was, I think, incredibly brave.” Here, Huston emphasizes
Nicholson’s duality between work and play while acknowledging that Duvall was unjustly
caught between the seemingly toxic behavior of Kubrick and Nicholson. Both Wendy and Duvall
herself are placed in positions of undue pressure because of the men around them, caught in the
bizarre dynamic of work|play, where play seems exclusive to men. Nicholson is allowed to be
comedic and terrifying, but Duvall seems unable to access any mode but terrified.

I suddenly feel like a kid who’s come into the playroom and just torn down a LEGO
castle I was excited to build. I’ve possibly made a mess of something interesting, but I’ve also
tried to show how work and play are complicated, and sometimes so entangled that one cannot
make sense of either category. What remains clear is that for Duvall, for Jack Torrance, and for
Carole Radziwill a life dedicated to work alone is intolerable, it is one deprived of happiness,
stability, and health. A life devoid of play is sure to have a negative impact on one’s life,
especially as society aligns play with vibrancy and happiness, so much so that it is a sentiment
found in medieval literature, moral literature, horror films, and reality television. All work is a
fear that has woven itself into the fabric of our culture. Play, it seems, is a viable option for
counteracting the “dullness”—or any other negativity—that work brings about. For Radziwill,
play is a method of coping with the tragedies of her past, and is in some ways an escape. For, the
Torrances in The Shining, play disguised as work and the collapse of work|play space (the
conflict between work and play in the resort, which is a site of both work and play) ultimately
proved to be their downfall. For Duvall, the demands of the director required her to work more
than was reasonable; even the moments of play in the film seem inaccessible to her. All work,
and no play.
I return finally to a question I posed above: But, what is the difference between work and
play? Their component parts (objectives, rules; input, output; etc.) are more or less identical, but
these two words hinge on perspective; playing a game requires adopting the lusory attitude
whereby players actively suspend their disbelief. On the other hand, work may require a similar
mechanism where we re-engage our belief, and start playing by the rules of work. By way of
example, I’ve shown that work and play seem to fall on opposite qualitative poles, with work
lying on the negative and play falling on the positive. I’ve also identified that these two are
relational in that more work diminishes the positive effects of play, and so too does play diminish
the negative effects of work. In this way, play and work embody a Manichaean relationship
where one is defined by the other, or by the absence of the other. Neither one has an inherent
quality, but we have come to ascribe positive and negative qualities to them. All work and no
play seems like a terrible thing, and despite wanting to argue against playing all the time, I can’t
fault Radziwill for wanting to play all the time, especially if it means bringing about happiness.

